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structure
city centre

Store lundgårdsvann

bybanen

solheimsviken
Kunsthogskolen

Graveyard

haukeland sykehus

Around and about

connecting green spaces

a variety of common spaces

A lot of plots

Sharing is caring

Situated south of Store Lundgårdsvann, almost everything is
nearby, especially with the new bybane stop being established near
Kunsthøgskolen. Also, with the new express-way along the promenade, you have no excuse for not taking the bike to work.

By extending pathways from the graveyard through
the new structure, two green spaces are connected
visually and the site is divided in three blocks.

Inspired by the old city structure of Bergen, we believe that a variety of
common spaces is the key to create a vibrant community opposed to
putting a large space within the block.

Small plots are created and put together
in different combinations and angles to
form a point of departure for the new
development.

Three pavillions are placed centrally in the
structure to create nodes for sharing.
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abroad. gronneviksoren
is
going to be our new pilot
project for housing !
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Get the word out

+

connect with the likeminded

Breathing
Hygroscopic
Easily standardised
The Toolbox

Renewable

The Kindergarten

CLT

Robust

Tactil surface
Short construction period

- 1 home on a small truck

- 2-3 homes on a large semi truck

- the driver of the truck mounts the panels
with the help of the new home owner

- Getting your roof sealed takes just a couple
of days

- no need for building under tent

- you're Left with a raw shell ready to
customize

- clt allows for a great variety of housing

- creativity with Predictability

Low weight

The Living Room

Low maintenance
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arrange the neighbourhood

80 m3

+

grow the community

start up phase

Construction

Roof and slabs:
3
160 mm
23 m

Outer walls:
100 mm

3

8m

Inner walls:
70 mm

3

3m

Trude Drevland
- Mayor of bergen

building blocks
we can't seem to afford a
home close to the city that
suits all three of us

BUILDING FOR the community

We propose the Pilot project to be
founded on values of ownership
and community feeling, taking
up qualities from both the dense
urban scene and the countryside.
The Pilot project will pursuit social
diversity and identity by setting the
scene for sharing, self build, and
inviting the future inhabitants into
the project in an early stage. In this
way Grønneviksøren will truly be
like the song; ‘a place for my heart,
a place for my shelter’.

The Bostad's

ground rules
4

4,2 m

4

The pilot project at Grønneviksøren
will take aim to establish an affordable alternative to the common
housing developments . With the
municipality’s ownership of the
lot, the responsibility is truly in the
hands of the elected politicians
and the city council to ensure that
the development will be pursued
with the aim of breaking fresh
ground.

Catalog

85%

10 m

arrangement

The plot

BYA %

height regulation

roof garden

25,2 m

100%

10 m

atrium house
row of six

The Big plot

BYA %

height reulation

when strangers become friends
The first house

Rikke, Thomas and Janne
met through the social
community established by
the municipality, and now
they live mith 20 others in
a young collective.

FInally, the Bostad’s found
what they were looking
for. With a second child on
the way, their new house
is the perfect fit.

complexity

the big family
The Olsen’s and the
Hanevik’s have always
been good friends.
So they decided to
build a home together.
The climbing wall was
made for all the
children in the area.

Helicopter beach bath

Biohub
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flexible development
A dynamic plot
structure makes
room for a more
flexible housing
development .
Mr. Friele seems
happy about that.
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As the children grow up
When their two children
moved out, Truls and
Signe decided to rent
the first floor to Espen, a
student from BI.

The seagram move
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Density over 1 4 0 % can
easily be achieved

Plan 1:1000

BA524
clean-up

We want to leave the site
better than we found it

biofuel
energy/heating
Metals for recycling

Phytoremediation
The process of phytoremediation
produces biomass that can be
utilized for energy production, while
stabilizing the contaminants
extracted.
Phytoremediation also offers a
permanent in situation remediation
rather than simply translocating the
problem.

THe site is polluted

Cleaning by growing

harvesting biomass for energy production.

temporary urban farming

The industrial activity on the site has been
harmful to the soil. The exsisting structures
on the site will be removed and a clean-up will
be initiated.

Except for the most polluted parts, Phytoremediation
will be the weapon of choice. The process uses plants
to clean soil up to 4.5 metres down in the ground.

After 4-5 years the plants have extracted the contaminated soil, and can be harvested to a BIR incineration
plant to be incinerated. The ash might even be able to
be mined for the metals, for complete recycling.

When the ground is clean, everything that is not a part
of the first building step will be turned into temporary
urban farming areas for the surrounding community in
the shape of the coming urban structure.

In many cases phytoremediation
has been found to be less than half
the price of alternative methods.
If intiated early in the development
process, the time it takes will be
worth the wait.

T. H. Paulsen
- BIR

common spaces
eating

reading

party

meeting people

cooking

reading

laundry
Z

Z

Z

playing

guests

sports

Give some!
laundry

balcony

guest bed

I have all the tools I
need to do some
building on the house !

Finally I can invite all
my friends to a real
fiesta !

storage

leisure
instruments

We all have things and spaces we barely use.
In Grønneviksøren 10 m² from each plot goes
to the community for shared functions.

storage

equipment

Get some!

1000 m

There’s always a lot of
fun stuff in the
children’s depot !

Get some more!

Sharing is great both for your pocket book,
and for the community feeling.
Collectively we can save large spaces by sharing.
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By letting go of some of your half good personal stuff,
.
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500 m

sand box
cabins

dumper

green house

swings

bike parking

START

green house

ball play

playground

green boxes

amphi
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tOOLBOX

LIVING ROOM

KINDERGARTEN

The Toolbox is a workshop pavillion with a functional perimeter, enclosing a snug oasis. Spring is proclaimed in
the neighbourhood when crates are placed on the roof for growing vegetables. In the Toolbox you’ll find what you
need when you’re about to get your hands dirty. The relatively small spaces can easily be enlarged by opening
up the outer facades, claiming parts of the neighbourhood square for the work. The Toolbox is used as a wood
working and tools hub in the primary stages of the development at Grønneviksøren.

The Living Room is the pride of the neighbourhood. Every day the Fellesmiddag is served, taking turns to be the
ones preparing it. A variety of functions ensures the possibility of the Living Room being used throughout the
day; Preparing the vegetables from the roof garden in the morning, doing homework in the library after school
or watching House Of Cards in the 20 seats cinema which also doubles as a meeting room from time to time.
When the weather allows it, the walls can be opened towards the square on Barbeque Sundays in the summers.

The Kindergarten is placed easily accesible nearby the end of Møllendalsveien. On the perimeter of the site area,
the Kindergarten is taking benefit from both it’s green recreational and it’s urban surroundings. With large
outdoor spaces and the possibility of using the other community hub facilities, the Kindergarten can be
achieved quite compact and efficient. The terrain fall gives employees a quick overlook of the children.

1. bicycle repair 2. tools and workshop 3. garden gear 4. children’s depot 5. water source 6. stair to roof terrace

1.foyer 2. library 3. cafe 4. kitchen 5. wc 6. hcwc 7. dining hall 8. cinema / meeting room
9. philosopher’s corner 10. play area 11. staircase to roof terrace xx. additional multi room on terrace

1.primary wardrobe 2. secondary wardrobe 3. staff wardrobe 4. kitchen 5. storage 6. technical 7. staff area
8. meeting room 9. common area 10. music 11. workshop 12. wc 13. hcwc 14. mystery room with fireplace

water sensitive urban design
Approximately 2250 mm rain hits the ground in Bergen
per year. That’s 2 metres and 25 centimeters! In comparison, Oslo has only 723 mm. For the development
at Grønneviksøren it’s obvious that water sensitive
urban design is important.

flushing
water

sewage and organic waste
drop off

bio gas

nutrients and
clean water

micro management

micro management
Sewage and organic waste is collected in an extension of the excisting pumping house, which filters the
water for reuse and creates bio gas.

Permeable surfaces relieve pressure on sewers, reduce pollution and downstream flooding. Green roofs
reduces runoff while providing urban habitat. Excess
roofwater can be directed to the nearby garden, retaining the rain and letting the plants grow. Beautiful
street trees will be naturally watered by runoff from
roads collected in pits and trenches.

helicopter beach bath
Just west for the site, in Solheimsviken, GC Rieber
Eiendom has implemented a heating/cooling system for the new development in the area. The water
is gathered 2.4 kilometers out in the Byfjord, and
brought to Solheimsviken in a cable. The pipe has a
capacity of 50 tons of water per minute, and gives the
potential of saving 2 million KWh. When going through
the buildings, the water is heated up and rinsed so
you actually could drink it. Currently, the clean and
warm water runs straight out in the polluted Store
Lundegårdsvann.
As Store Lundegårdsvann won’t be ready for a swim
just yet, we’re proposing a new bath that uses the
excess water from this system, to create a public
heated outdoors bath. The extra length of cable necessary can be justified, as Rieber is already concidering to let the new Kunsthøgskolen use the system.

We're already considering
extending the cable to
Kunsthogskolen

Flooding is coming
The extension of the excisting promenade is becoming the new
dry line when crossing the bridge from the east. Different programs can be set along the line, ranging from benches, skating
ramps, flower beds, table tennis, bike stands, amfi theatre, etc.

Bjart Rieber Nygaard
- GC RIEBER EIENDOM

AdO Arena
vitensenteret
BI Bergen

2 km long caBLE
from byfjorden

water cable extension

helicopter beach bath

Den nye kunsthOgskolen

